lift/lift el.

Transport in a car boot is problem-free by simply

LIFT manual: With only a little muscle power,

taking the wheelchair apart into its modules

the seat is lifted upwards by up to 30 cm. In this

without using tools.

position you are eye to eye with a standing person
who is about 1.75 cm tall.

The LIFT is a revolution in both professional and

the bar, at eye-level with your dialogue partner.

everyday life: A continuous seat height adjustment

As an employee and wheelchair user, you can be

instantly opens up new action areas. Flexible

assigned flexibly to various different workstations

options in the most varied of professions and the

or machines. Wall units and top shelves in the

possibility of using conventional furniture and

office or at home are accessible, making any

kitchen furnishings make the LIFT an indispensable

conversion work unnecessary.

support tool. During the day, in the office, you can
always get to the folders on the top shelf, and
Photo: Timo Wetz
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at night the LIFT helps you to enjoy a drink at

simply more mobility!

LIFT electrical: The user reaches the desired work

»ERGO Back backrest with back shell«: Soft rounded

height and new action areas at the push of a button.

transition between the backrest and the back and
lordosis support.

LIFT manual

LIFT electric

The desired work height is set by means of the

For limited arm or finger function, the same LIFT

It is also possible to upgrade the manual LIFT

user-friendly, manual and continuous adjustment

construction is also available with an electric

with an electrical seat height adjustment. So if

of the seat height, with the help of gas pressure

lift function. The user reaches the desired work

the disability extends it can be altered repeatedly

springs. With only a little muscle power, the seat is

height and new action areas at the push of a

at low-cost.

lifted upwards by up to 30 cm.

button.
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